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abstract : The study's purpose is to compare intersection traffic flow parameters of Manila,

Tokyo, Seoul and Bangkok where the headway, saturation flow rate, starting lost time, and

passenger car unit values of certain vehicles are calculated in order to find characteristics of
traffic flow, capacity, behavior, social and economic conditions which are unique in each city

and determine the their relationship for the formulation of road design standards and

transportation policies. Pedestrian and driver behavior in Manila, and buses in Bangkok are

only some of the special characteristics which affect headways, saturation flow and starting

lost time.

l.INTRODUCTION

In recent years, countries in the East Asian region have experienied the highest economic

growth rate. in the world where 
'much 

of the economic activities concentrated in the

metropolitan areas. The growth of population in metropolitan areas particularly those in

developing countries in the region was observed to be high in the past decade.

Accompanying this was the sharp rise in private car ownership as a direct result of economic

growth wherein more and more people could af[ord to buy cars. Consequently, many road

facilities have reached their limit in carrying the flow of vehicles resulting to traffic

congestion and travel delay in the urban arterials. As policy solution after motorization in

this regiorl developed countries have constructed and improved transportation infrastructure

and, developing countries now are building transportation infrastructure, mainly by

increasing the capacity of the road network. It is therefore important to provide the basis

for estimating the relationship between the demand and the capacity of roads. Initially

some years bach the evaluation of road capacity and level of service in the developing

countries was based on the capacrty manuals of developed countries in the west such as the

US HCM although recently, South Korea had just completed its own capacity manual and

the Philippines has conduc,ted preliminary research. However, the traffic conditions and

policies in developed countries such as the US are different ftom that of developed countries

in Eastern Asia.

The main purpose of this research is to compare signalized intersection traffic flow measures

among the cities and determine the special characteristics which may affect them. The

relationships among these traffic flow measures and characteristics special to each country

would be studied. Characteristics specific to each metropolis include not only trafhc flow

meanyes but also behavior, social and economic characteristics. The metropolitan capitals

of selected countries in Eastern Asia which include Japan, South Korea, Thailand and the
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Philippines are compared in this study. The comparison analysis among countries would
result to the determination of those characteristics which are varying and those which are

non-varying or stable with respect to the economic level. The importance of understanding
this relationship is that it would facilitate the future estimation of traffic flow measures

especially in developing countries such as the Philippines and Thailand. With these results,

the formulation of transportation policies and design standards which are fit to each country
could be possible. These would help solve the current and future traffic problems in each

metropolitan area in the study and would provide valuable information to highway capacity

manual research in developing countries.

2. DATA COLLECTION

2.1 Intersections Surveyed for the Four Cities in the Study

Data were obtained through the videotaping of intersection flows at various locations in the

4 metropolitan capitals: Bangkok, Manila, Seoul and Tokyo. The focus was on the traffic
flow in major arterial roads located at or near commercial business district (CBD) areas of
these East Asian metropolises. The videos were taken during morning and afternoon peak

periods on regular weekdays. The videos were taken such that the intersection stop line

and the rear axle of the vehicle discharging through the intersection could be seen clearly.

Table I shows the locations of the survey and the corresponding time periods.

2.2 Classification of vehicles

Table 2 shows the classification scheme for various types of vehicles in Manila, Bangkok,

Seoul and Tokyo. For all cities, the type I vehicle included the private passenger cars, ta:<is,

private and utility vans. Type 2 in general included medium-sized trucks or medium

commercial vehicles except for Bangkok where the second type was assigned to be for a
kind of paratransit mode which is called the loth. The loth is basically a converted pick:up

or medium truck varying from small to medium in size with an approximate seating capacity

of 16 passengers for medium trucks and l0 passengers for pick-up trucks. The pick-up

was separated from the type I vehicle because it might have different performance compared

to passenger cars due to its function being a public paratransit mode. Also, very few utility
trucks were observed in Bangkok during the surveys which could be due the existing truck
ban policy during the day.

Type 3 generally included trucks larger in size than in type 2 which also included ten-

wheelers, dump trucks, cargo trucks and trailer trucks. Type 4 basically included

motorcycles for all the cities. Type 5 included buses and medium-sized buses for private

and public utility. An extra category of vehicle type 6 was added to Manila and Bangkok

due to the presence of several forms of paratransit vehicles. For Manilq type 6 was

assigned for the jeepney which is still one of the major form of public transportation in Metro
Manila especially in radial roads and minor streets where there are no service ofbuses. The

jeepney is basically a modification or extension of the American army jeep used in World
War II with the body made locally with available local technology and the chassis and engine

imported (Iwata, 1993). The jeepney could generally accommodate 2 passengers in front

at the right-hand side of the driver while the seating capacity at the back varies generally

from l0 to 18 depending on the length. It could also accommodate "hanging passengers"
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at the back door where passengers, usually meq hold on to the bars stepping on the entrance
platform at the back or at some extensicin part. The number may vary from I to 5 or 6
especially in peak-hour periods. There could be no standing passengers because the
structure of the body has a low ceiling and generally it would interfere with passengers riding
and getting offthe vehicle. In the case of Bangkolq type 6 was assigned to the tuk-tuk or
the three-wheeled to<i with a capacity of three passengers. These vehicles are allowed on
major arterial roads in Bangkok although restricted against using the expressways (Morichi,
teez>.

Table l. Information on intercection in the four cities

Aurora Avenue - Epifanio del

los Santos Avenue(EDSA)

Aurora Avenue 7:00 AM-9:00 AM

Govemor Forbes Street-

Espana Avenue

Governor Forbes Street 8:45 AM-9:30 AM

Avala Avenue-Makati Avenue Avala Avenue 7:30 AM-9:00 AM

Ayala Avenue -

Paseo de Roxas Street

Ayala Avenue 7:40 AM-9:20 AM

EDSA - Pasay Road EDSA 7:46 AM-9:30 AM

Sukhumvit Road -

Phaya Thai I Road

Sukhumvit Road

Phaya Thai I Road

4:00 PM-6:00 PM

ll:45 AM-l:45 PM

Phetburi Road -

Asok-Dindaeng Road

Phetburi Road 7:00 AM-9:00 AM

Sukhumvit Road -

Asok-Dindaeng Road

Sukhumvit Road l0:15 AM-I2:15

PM

Mia Avenue-Seongshin'

Women's University Avenue

Mia Avenue 7:00 AM-9:00 AM

Kangnam Avenue -

Teheran Avenue

Kangnam Avenue 8:15 AM-10:15 AM

Song'pae Avenue -

Olympic Road

Song'pae Avenue 8:00 AM-I0:00 AM

Chung-mu Avenue -

Seun Avenue

Chung-mu Avenue 8:00 AM-10:00 AM

Route 20- Sasazuka Intersection Route 20 5:50 PM-7:20 PM

Harumi Avenue -

Ginza Chuo Avenue

Hanrmi Avenue 3:50 PM-5:40 PM

Eitai Avenue-Showa Avenue Eitai Avenue 8:30 AM-9:30 AM

Keio Road-Kiyosumi Street Keio Road 8:25 AIVI-10:25 AM

Komazawa Avenue -

Meiii Avenue

Komazawa Avenue 9:40 AM-ll:40 AM
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3. ANALYSIS

3.1 Saturation Period

The most serious difficulty often encountered in the actual calculation of saturation flow rate
is the identification of the saturation period. This is also important in the calculation of
passenger car unit (pcu) values for various tlpes of vehicles since it is based on the
headways between vehicles. The headway values to be used in the computation should. be

taken from the saturated period of the flow in order to estimate correctly the effect of other
vehicle types on the traffic flow as reflected by the pcu. The main diffculty is the
determination of position in queue from which the headway is considered to be stable since

the principle of saturation flow and lost time is that after the first few vehicles, the headways

of vehicles discharging through the intersection become more or less steady or the sarne. The
value in which the headways are supposed to converge is called the saturation headway.

But from experience through prwious analysis of intersections in Manila" there is no real

convergence nor stabilization. The headway plots usually are observed to fluctuate
inegularly Different manuals prescribe different saturation periods based on their
empirical research in their respective localities. The ARRB defines its saturation period

starting after l0 seconds of green until the end of the green interval. The US Highway
Capacity Manual or US HCM (1985) defines it starting from the passing of the rear orle of
4th vehicle in queue until the la.* vehicle in queue. Howwer, It is not wise to use these

prescribed values for application to thc East Asian metropolitan capitals selected in this
study because oflocal characteristics which are different for each country such as driver and

pedestrian behavior, traffc rules and policies and their implementation.

The saturation flow region of the queue could be determined subjectively by visual

inspection of the plot (Stokes, R.W., et.al.,l986b) of the average time headways of a queue
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ofvehicles discharging through an intersection (see Figure l) by selecting the vehicle storage

position in which the headways could be assumed to be equal. The researcher could

impose a time tolerance such that if the difference between successive headways falls below

this specified value, the queue position coinciding with this can be considered as the start of
the saturation period. In this study, the queue discharge position indicating the start of
saturation for each lane observed is decided by the difference of mean headway values

between successive queue segments which would be discussed next.

The data collection portibn produces an initial data of observed headways of vehicles lined

up in a queue which are discharged by the change ofsignal from red to green. These are

done for each green interval of each rycle over a number of cycles occurring in the video.

With the aid of a computer, these are then used to calculate the mean headways for selected

segments of the queue, i.e.,
I s n, s n k,.......,5 

s ni s n k
where tt; = queu6 storage position

nr = number ofvehicles queued in a certain lane at the start ofthe
' green signal Phase

This is patterned after the study of double left-tum saturation flow rates (Stokes, e/.a/.,

1986a). In this study, the preceding proiedure is done on a per lane and per intersection

approach basis where the departure headway values for all the cycles observed are added

and then dMded by the corresponding number of headways observed to get the mean for

difference

time

position in queue

Figure 1. Plot of headway against queue position

each queue segment. The ru per cycle is determined by observing the length ofqueue at the

start ofthe green interval including those vehiclesjoining the queue after the signal change'

However, as experienced in this study, due to the limited scope ofview of the video footage,

the queue tengtir in each cycle is determined subjectively from the video by the observation

of thl time headway or spicing baween vehicles. If it is quite long enough, say more than

5 seconds between passenger iars, the discharge position ofthe preceding car which passed

through the intersection is decided as the queue length nr for that cycle. The queue

position where saturation period starts is decided when the mean headway values between

successive queue segments become approximately equal.
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3.2 Vchicte Followings Between Passenger Cars and Other Types of Vehicles

An intermediate result before the actual pcu value computation is the average spacing or
followings maintained by passenger cars and other types of vehicles considered in this study.

3.3 Calculation of Passenger Car Unit (pcu) Values for Various Vehicle Types

After addressing the problem of identifying the approximate saturation period for each lane

in the analysis, the next step is the actual calculation ofthe pcu values for various vehicle

types. There are several methods now being used by researchers from US and UK. The

method used in this study is adopted from Scraggs (196a). The pcu for a vehicle type n is

found by dividing the mean headway for a vehicle type n following vehicle type n by the

mean headway of a car following a car.

Equation (1) is true only if the effect of vehicle type n is independent of the type of vehicle

preceding it and following. The necessary and sufficient condition for this is that the mean

headway of cars following cars and type n vehicle following type n vehicle must be equal to
the mean headway of cars following type n vehicles and type n vehicles following cars.

n- *E - i,, * h,,

Corrections are applied to the average headways and using Equation (l) by substituting the

corrected headways. The main effect of the corrections is to give proper weight to
headway measurements. Details of this are shown in the appendix of the paper of Kimber,
et.al., (1985).

3.4 Calculation of Saturation Flow Rate and Starting Lost Time

The calculated pcu values for vehicles other than passenger cars are then applied to the

cumulative count of vehicles passing the intersection stop line at 5-second irttervals. The

pcu values are multiplied to the corresponding vehicles to convert the cumulative number of
vehicles in Figure 2 into passenger car units. The detailed use of cumulative curves for the

calculation of saturation flow rate and starting lost time was explained by Shanteau (1988).

The slope of the straight line portion of the graph in Figure 2 represents the saturation flow
rate in passenger car units per hour ofgreen per lane and the horizontal intercept derived by

regression represents the starting lost time in seconds. In this study, this is done on a per

lane basis. The straight line portion of the curve is the saturation period and this is

determined by the region bet*'een the starting position of headway stabilization and the

queue length observed for each rycle. Therefore, the data for the first few vehicles are

discarded since they are part of the starting lost time. The points in this region are

regressed to find the slope s and y-intercept b. By equating 50, it is possible to compute

for the x-intercept which is the starting lost time.

!-s+b
where s is the slope and b is the y-intercept.
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ctrmulative number of vehicles

N(t)
(pcu)

v'

1005

flow rate

after start.ofgreen

starting lost time

Figure 2. Typical cumulative curve of vehicles discharging against time

In the assessment of performance of sigrralized intersections, the capacity of an intersection
approach is based on a number of variables, namely, the cycle lengttr, allocated green time,
and saturation flow rate(defined as the flow rate per lane at which vehicles can pass though
a signalized intersection in such a stable moving queue), and can be expressed as :

capacity:g/c*s
where g=effectivegreen

c = cycle time
s = saturatior(flow rate

Therefore, the values ofsaturation flow rate are vital in intersection analysis procedures and

these values are directly used in calculating the capacity ofan intersection.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.1 Results of Vehiclc Followings

4.1.1 Comparison of mean headway between passcnger cans

It could be seen in Thble 4 that the difference in mean headway of passenger cars between

(4)
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Trblc 3. Summary of eyeragc vehiclc hcadway followings in the four cities
in seconds

lil:lrlrlrl:l:ii'i.i:i,l,l:l.:li,i,:,li.l.:.:.liliilri:i:,.i.iii.ii'i'i:iiiiii:i:i:i.:i:.:ii:ii

lffi t*ffi ."sEiU$,:litiiiiir:

f: lrr:iliiii,:.riiriiri:l::li:ii:ij

i-rEar:fir

2.02 1.99 1.79 1.93

1065 2233 5079 2997li:iiri!,!i!l

2.17 2.00 1.87 2.10

l9 5 27 125

3.79 2.75 3.10
7 2 l0

4.44 2.955 2.t7 3.12

22 6 26 124

fr$fil$S.,s
i't.i. .i. .t.t.t.:.. :.fiCilii

2.35 1.81 t.99
58 234 328

ilTdl1mrllr1AE.;ririii.l.:::r':.i.i.

:.i::.iii:i::tiittititi:iljii: li i
2.95 2.00 2.36

4 57 56

m[ i.ffintl*ll:::::::::ll..::::il:::::

:i:.r,i: !i:i! :.ii:ii iii.i..i:i lD{NrGQge},tiCAf

2.69 l.9E 2.31

49 232 327

pa$engfr {ar. :ii :,:r :i:i:.:.:
2.tt 3.04 2.19 2.17

100 73 316 37

.b* ,,lbui...
3.39 3.55 3.30 4,14

62 33 49 4

3.48 2.8t 2.89 3.39

86 69 323 44

r.68 1.52 1.60 1.51

4 261 69 97

1.13 2.03 0.87

98 ) t2
2.67 r.60 1.45 1.40

9 261 68 80

P, $f.I,.YEffifltF.t:i;j.,Maaila.ii$e
::::i:i::l:i:::iil{*niEi::::i:.:::]i::,ffi
:.,i'.'.,.,.'.'tlf BEnQtr/!..i.,.....,..l: ,,,,,, ,D l::.:::::i:ii

f.Mea8er,,rar..t..,. .,.,...,... .......,'..

,l:, :t:::t:::::::::::::::: . .::,:,,,:.:, . . D'it%tf, *I|$tl
2.44 r.86 1.66
281 55 20

$rrrffi iit..';r::,:,:,:,,,:::,,:,,:,,.,,t,,,,:,:,,,t:,:,::,,::

iiiiiiiii:il:liit:iii:i:lililili 
ji::iilllllil;i::E*ffi ffi Sil

2.90
466

Pxfxffi it.Iri,i,.ri'.'..i.i.,i.ii:.,,.i'riii:'i

.t.!.!.!iti.i!l!l!i!lii:.i.i..i!,ilf f, l$tn gNl:(*I
2.62 2.23 2.26

299 58 2t
Notes: l) upperbold figure indicates average headway in seconds

2) lower figure indicates the rurmber ofobservations
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Notes:

0.0067152

0.t44t4/. 0.845707

0.003165 0.ttt27
0.33437

1.05E-05

0.10413

0.189819

0.01095

0.88117

0.4t7174 0.3014330.001483

0.014081

0.481956

0.167827

0.001559

0.001874

Comparative Sturly of TraIIic Corditiors and Road Capacities in Somc Asian Cidcs lOOz

l. uppcr figure indicates F-t6t (valu€s ofprobability) ofthe difrerences in variances ofheadways berween

concerned cities,
2. loncr fgure indicates result oft-1651 (values ofprobability) behreen concerned citi€s
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ldanila and Bangkok is not sigrrificant at 95/o level of confidence (SYo enor level) although
the headway value in Manila is slightly larger than Bangkok by about 0.03 second, as seen in
Table 3, where the number of observations for cities exceeded 2,000 except for Manila. All
the other paired t-tests at yielded sigrificant differences in mean headway values between
passenger cars at the 5oZ level. This generally means that the headway between passenger

cars is the least in Seoul followed next by the mean value in Tokyo and then by larger

headways observed in Bangkok and Manila. There is no significant difference in mean

passenger car headway between Manila an Bangkok which may be due to the similarity in
operating capabilities of passenger cars in general. The passenger car headway of Seoul is

significantly smaller than the headway in Tokyo. The reason for this may not be the

operating capability ofvehicles in general since Tokyo implements a strict inspection scheme

for the roadworthiness of vehicles. One of the main reasons could be due to wider lane

widths in Seoul which allows the smooth flow of mixed traffic of heavy commercial vehicles

and passenger cars, specifically reducing the side friction between vehicles by the increase of
lateral space. furother reason for this could be the difference in the aggressiveness of the

drivers berween Tokyo and Seoul. Another reason for the larger passenger car headway

could be the relative high percentage of trucks especially medium trucks of varying size in
the trafrc strearn observed in Tokyo.

4.1.2 Comparison of headway of large trucks when following passenger canl

The average headway maintained by large trucks when following passenger cars in Manila is

sigrrificantly larger than in Tokyo and Seoul due to the low operating capability oftrucks due

to relatively older fleet age and poorer maintenance level.

4.1.3 Comparison of headway involving passenger canl and medium-sized trucks

The mean headway of passenger cars following medium-sized trucks is sigrrificantly greater

for Manil4 followed by Tokyo with the lowest value for Seoul. Reasons for the larger

value in Metro Manila are due to the low operating capability and low level of maintenance

of medium-sized trucks which are usually heavily loaded. The main factor for Tokyo's
larger headway could be due to the large variation in size of medium commercials in Tokyo
as compared to the more or less similar size of the medium truck category in Seoul. The

average headway of medium-sized trucks following passenger cars in Manila is sigrificantly
larger compared to that of Tokyo and Seoul as explained by the relatively poor operating

capability. Seoul has a significantly smaller headway compared to Tokyo which could be

explained by the wide variability in the size of medium commercial vehicle category.

Another reason is that truck drivers in Seoul could be more aggressive than the drivers in

Tokyo.

4.1.4 Comparison of headwayr involving passcnger cars and buscc

The mean headway of passenger cars following buses is sigrrificantly larger in Bangkok as

compared to the other cities. The reason is due to the behavior of buses in Bangkok which

often cross the bus lanes making passenger car'drivers keep a longer distance from them.

The reason for low vehicle performance of buses in Bangkok could not be the explanatory

factor for this headway since in the comparison of headway of buses following pa$enger

cars, the results indicate that Bangkok has the lower headway as compared to other cities.

The targer value of cars foliowing buses in Seoul could be explained by the behavior ofbuses
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observed in Seoul where they were observed to stop suddenly and shift lanes abruptly
especially in the vicinity of bus stops which is indicative of poor behavior and the effea is
larger headways maintained by passenger cars. There is no significant difference in the
average headways ofbuses among the cities. However, the mean for Seoul is slightly small
indicating the high discharge rate of buses in Seoul which could be attributed to the almost
ideal physical characteristics of Seoul's main arteries through wide lanes which minimize
side friction with other vehicles in flowing ttrough the adjacent lanes and also the
aggressiveness of driver behavior. The average headway of buses following passenger ca^rs

is significantly higher in'Manila and Tokyo compared to Seoul and Bangkok. The factor
which causes this result is the earlier-mentioned problem of lane widths with small lateral
allowance between vehicles in Manila and Tokyo and the noted aggressiveness ofbus drivers
in Seoul.

4.1.5 Hcadway maintained by passenger can following jeepneys in Metro Manila

The average headway maintained by passenger cars following jeepneys in Metro Manila is

sigrrificantly larger compared to passenger cars following pick-ups and buses in Bangkok
and cars following trucks and buses in Seoul and Tokyo mainly due to the noted behavior of
jeepneys which change lanes frequently.

4.1.6 Eeadway of jeepneys following passengcr cars in Metro Manila

The average headway of jeepneys following p$senger cars in Metro Manila is larger
compared to the pick-ups following cars in Bangkok and medium-sized trucks following
cars in Seoul and Tokyo indicating poor acceleration ability aird operating capability of
jeepneys. In the earlier discussioq this headway is almost similar to the headway of
medium coinmercial vehicles following passenger cars in Metro Manila suggesting the
similarity of vehicle operating characteristics which is true because most engines for the
jeepneys are secondhand medium-sized truck engines imported mostly from Japan.

4.2lnternational comparison of passenger car unit (pcu) values of various vehicle
types

After a detailed discussion of headways involving passenger cars and various vehicle types
within each metropolitan area and the subse4uent inter-city comparison" much of the
discussion is carried over to this section of comparison of passenger car unit values. The

main reason for this is that the method adopted in section 3.2 was a headway-based
procedure involving the headway types analyzed and compared in the preceding section.

Table 5. Comparison of computed passenger car unit (pcu) values of various vehicle
in the 4 cities
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43Intcmrtiond Comprrison of Sterting Lost Time

Table 6 shows.the mean starting lost times calculated for the 4 cities in the comparison study.

Table 7 tests the difference in variances between cities using F-test and the Table 8 utilizes

the appropriate t-test after determining the sigrrificance of the difference in variances.

Table 7. F-test of the dilferences in lost time between cities

Table E. t-test of the dilferences in mean lost time between cities

A series of paired t-tests for 6 possible combinations resulting from the comparison of four
cities is done in Table 8. All the cells in the table indicate signfficant difference between

cities except for the Manila-Bangkok city pair. Table 8 illustrates clearly the significance of
the differences in mean starting lost time between cities in the comparison study. In Table

6, the starting lost time is significantly the lowest in Tokyo at 2.69 seconds, followed by

Seoul at 3.29 seconds and then by Bangkok at 4.28 seconds with Manila having the highest

starting lost time of 5.14 seconds. From the results of the t-test in Table 8, there is almost

no sigrrificant difference in the mean starting lost times of Bangkok and Manila at the 95Yo

confidence level. The difference in the mean starting lost times of developed cities of Seoul

and Tokyo compared with the developing cities of Manila and Bangkok is attributed mainly

to: the relative vehicle operating capability which is generally lower for developing cities like

Bangkok and Manila compared to Seoul and Tokyo. Additional special factors increasing

starting lost time include: (l) pedestrian interference in Manila, and (2) presence of
interfering vehicles in the crossing street in Bangkok.

The first factor indicates that Tokyo, with the highest level of economy compared to the

other 3 cities in this study, people have enough income to acquire relatively new cars

compared to other cities and can practically enforce strict vehicle inspection rules for old

vehiiles. Most of the vehicles observed in Tokyo are relatively new and even slightly old

vehicles are junked since it is more orpensive to maintain them than buyng a new one.

Joumal of the Eastern Asia Society for Transportation Studies, Vol.l, No.3, Autumn, 1995
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Tokyo's vehicle fleet are being replaced at a higher rate than other cities and the effects of
this are reduced starting lost time in errery discharge of queue for every sigrral cycle,
eventually increasing the capacity of intersection approaches. Therefore, for the
developing cities where average income is lower, the starting lost times are much higher
reflecting the higher average age of the vehicles flowing through the main arterids. [n
dweloping countries like Thailand and the Philippines, still many relatively older vehicles are
observed running in the streets due to the abovementioned reason of income level where
people in general could not aford to easily acquire new vehicles or replace old vehicles.
Strict inspection scheme for vehicles would not be practical so lower standards are
practically enforced. Jeepneys, which are dominant in the arterial roads in Metro Manila,
have second-hand medium-size truck engines and trucks need time to start to accelerate
compared to passenger cars. Comparing cycles where 2 or more jeepneys are included in
the first four vehicles waiting in queue and cycles where there.are no jeepneys, the mean

starting lost time for the jeepneys are higher although nrit significant at the 5olo level. In
developing cities such as Manila and Bangkoh aside from the bus and regular taxis, the
traffic volume of paratransit vehicles developed locally is also significant. Most of these
vehicles are lower in operating capability as discussed in earlier sections in this study and

thus contribute to larger starting lost times for intersection traffic flow in developing cities.

4.3.1 Pedestrian interference in Manila

This factor which is largely a behavioral characteristic of pedestrians in Metro Manila
explains that the interference of pedestrians on traffic flow in so'me of the intersections is

observed to be relatively higher compared to other cities. From the observation of various
intersections in Metro Manila, various instancei of pedestrian interference were observed.

The frequency of these instanceg was not high in the cities of Tokyo, Seoul and even

Bangkok. . These include the following:
(a) leftover of pedestrians rushing to cross just before the start of green phase,

(b) deliberate crossing ofpedestrians during the green phase,

(c) commuters trying to get on public paratransit vehicles such as jeepneys at the
initiation of the green signal, and

(d) spillover of pedestrians at center islands and road sides waiting to cross.

The first three instances could be attributed directly to the violation of traffic rules and

regulaticns by pedestrians in Manila meaning the pedestrians in Manila as compared to
Tokyo and Bangkok have less patience and discipline. This is a problem of human behavior
which certainly affects traffic flow due to their acts and could be remedied by stricter
enforcement of traffic rules and policies and increased awareness and education. The last
instance which was observed from many intersections in Metro Manila indicate the lack of
capacity of pedestrian facilities. [n most of the places observed with high pedestrian

activity, there were no pedestrian decks to service the high flow ofpeople crossing the street.

In the approach of Aurora Avenue, 2 pedestrians to a madmum of l0 pedestrians were

observed to continue to cross even after the start ofgreen phase for the approach. Seoul's

starting lost time is also sigrrificantly lesser with respect to Bangkok and Manila since many
pedestrian facilities were already built to provide service to crossing pedestrians thereby

eliminating the pedestrian interference factor which increases the starting lost time for each

signal cycle. Many pedestrian decks also serve pedestrians in Tokyo but some approaches

still use the zebra crossing. However, pedestrian behavior is better compared to Metro
Manila and violations of signal rules were sddom seen in these intersection approaches.
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4.3.2 Prtscncc of intcrfcring vchicles in thc crossing ilrGGt in Bangkok

This factor indicates the eflect of turning buses is more of a problern of trafrc signal control
policy implementation and the problem of poor road network.. Comparing the average

starting lost time for Tokyo and Bangkoh Bangkok has a significantly higher starting lost
time which could be attributed to not only the acceleration capability ofvehicles but also due

to buses waiting to turn right at the crossing street. In most of the cycles observed from
the video of the intersection of Phaburi Road and Asok-Dindaeng Road, there were at least

l-2 buses in ,{.sok-Dindaeng Road waiting to turn right at the end of their green phase and at

the start of the green sigral for the Phetburi Road, the surveyed intersection approach.

This blocking of the intersection by waiting buses increases the starting lost time for the
intersection. A comparison of average lost time using t-test with another intersection, the
Phaya Thai - Rama I, with low incidence of obstruction by buses, resulted to significantly
diferent means at SYo lelrcl. This is a problem of phasing implementation since in this
intersection, buses are allowed an opposed right turn phase to Phetburi Road but since

straight+hrough traffic flow along Asok-Dindaeng is higb queuing of buses occurs at the

approach almost blocking dl the lanes ofthe Phetburi Road at the start of green.

4.4 International Comparison of Straigbt-Through Saturation FIow Rates

Table 9 below presents the values obtained for the saturation flow rate for the cities in the

study. These are average of the measured saturation flow rate for exclusive straight-

through flow lanes surveyed. The values represent mostly the inner lanes near the center

island of the arterial road in order to avoid road side friction zuch a) parking and stopping
public vehicles. Table l0 and I I indicate the paired F-test and t-test between cities.

Tablc 11. of the differcnces in mcan flow rate between cities

Therc is almost no significant difference in the mean saturation flow rates of Bangkok and
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Manila at 95yo confidence lwel. The difference in the saturation flow rates of developed
cities of Seoul and Tokyo compared with the developing cities of Manila and Bangkok is
attributed to the following characteristics:

(l) difference in mean headway between passenger cars,
(2) the observed characteristics oflane-changing behavior are different in Bangkok

and Manila compared to Seoul and Tokyo, and
(3) the effect ofbuses.

4.4.1 Difference in mead headway between passenger cars among cities

The first characteristic (l) reflects the general vehicle operating performance especially that
of passenger cars which is also indicative of the maintenance level and relative age of the
vehicle fleet running in the streets of the city. If assuming that passenger cars are only
present in the traffic streanL this time headway reflects how many passenger cars could
discharge through an intersection and this indicates the acceleration capability ofpassenger
cars of the city. [f the operating capability of passenger cars is relatively poor, this would
result to increased headways between passenger cars and a consequent decrease in
saturation flow. This headway also is used as the basis for all the pcu values of other
vehicle types. The car-car headway is utilized in the headway ratio method as the divisor to
normalize the headways of other vehicle types and subsequently results to equivalency in

fassenger car units ofa vehicle type. Ifthe headway increases between passenger cars, the
saturation flow rate decreases because all the passenger car unit ralues would consequently
decrease. In Seoul, there are still many old vehicles running in the streets and the vehicle
inspection is cheaper and lesser strict than Tokyo. However, the saturation flow rate is
significantly higher in Seoul than in Tokyo. The factor which affected the car-car headway
is the aggressiveness of driver population in Seoul as explained by the modal split. The
values of passenger car headway are also affected by the traffic percentage of certain vehicle
types such as jeepneys in Metro Manila and medium-sized trucks in Tokyo, or more directly
by the relative frequencies of headways involving the said vehicles as compared to frequency
of headway between passenger cars in the traffic stream. In Tokyo, it was shown earlier
that the increase in the frequency of medium-size truck-related headways causes an increase
in the mean headway between passenger cars in the traffic stream. In Manila, the increase
in number of interactions between cars and jeepneys, as reflected by the increase in number
ofjeepney-related headways, the mean headway between cars consequently increases.

4.4.2 Characteristics of lane-chan gin g behavior

The second factor (2) which is more of a behavioral characteristic is on the lane-changing
behavior of drivers in the different cities. The level of lane-changing frequency was
observed to be relatively the lowest in Tokyo comparing with the other 3 cities during peak-
hour saturated flow conditions. Drivers in Tokyo are generally cautious when changing
lanes mindful of the other vehicles in the adjacent lane, as compared to the cities of Bangkok
and Manila. There is significant lane-changing frequency for jeepneys in Metro Manila,
buses in Seoul, and buses and paratransit vehicles in Bangkok. The manner by which a

lane-changing maneuver is done is also important to note from the traffic flow in different
cities. From observation, the vehicles were observed to shift lanes gradually in Seoul and

Tokyo maintaining the steady flow oftraffic such that it could be noted that if even there is a

certain frequenry of lane-changing in these cities, traffic flow is not disrupted and following
this are the saturation flow rate values unaffected by lane-changing. This gradual lane-
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chsnging is very similar to lane-changing during low flow rates which generally has no

aecreasing effect on lane flow rates. In Bangkok and Seoul, it is common to see vehicles

abruptly ihift l"r,"r without prior sigrraling to other vehicles and without, minding the

rumcien"y of headway between vehicles in the lanes that they want to enter in. This

manner has a very obstructive effect on traffc flow where the following vehicles in the target

or destination lanes of a lane-changing activity need from time to time to slow down or

sometimes stop completely due to merging vehicles from adjacent lanes. This is especially

more significant when the vehicle shifting lanes is a truch bus or a paratransit vehicle where

the accileration capabilities are relatively lower than passenger cars. Also, if the vehicles

which are effectiveiy blocked in the lanes by mergtng vehicles from adjacent lanes are that_of

the truch bus or paratransit vehicle t)?e, the situation is wen worse since the zudden

stopping and starting again needs more time for these types of vehicles and this shockwave is

c"r.ila orer to the upstream ofthe queue especially during high flow rates or saturated flow

conditions.

4.4.3 The effect of buses

The third characteristic (3) is significant especially in cities where there are few train or

subway lines such that public transportation relies mainly on bus transit and paratransit mode.

paratransit mode is oJy applicable to developing cities such as Bangkok and Manila where

own indigenous transport and vehicle technology are developed in light of the guTent

economic level and financial resources. Seoul still relies on bus as a major mode of public

transportation in the city while Metro Manila depends mainly on paratransit mode called the

jeepneys. Bangkok's main public transport mode is still the bus despite having three types

tf 'p.r"tr-.it 
modes including the loth, silor-lek or the pick-up, the tuk-tuk and the

moiorcycles or soi bikes. From observations in Manila and Tokyo, lanes where most buses

pass through such as the outer lanes in most cases (where bus lanes are not defined) have

insufficieniwidth. Although the desigrr is standard for passenger car size, the lane is just fit

for large vehicle such as bus ro there is small lateral allowance spacing to avoid side

collisions. Therefore, fwo large vehicles could not be able to run side-by-side

simultaneously thereby effectively increasing the headway of one lane or decreasing its

saturation flow rate and capacity. AIro, speeds of smaller vehicles affected by passing of
the bus such that they slow down due to the superior size of the bus manifesting the size

effect. The decrease in speed in the approach translates to a decrease in saturation flow

rate. From observations, two large vehicles moving simultaneously in the middle and outer

lane have very little lateral allowance between vehicles such most of the time, the outer lane

dominates dul to large volume of buses and trucks and the in the middle lane, headways are

increased since simultaneous movement is not possible due to small lane widths

consequently lowering the saturation flow rate. The problem of buses in Bangkok going

out th;ir desigrrated bus lanes have a lowering effect on saturation flow of adjacent inner

lane. This ci-early indicated in the Phetburi Road approach lanes where the outer lane with

a higher bus flow affects the saturation flow rate of the adjacent inner lane through the

obsJrved frequent lane movement of buses. The saturation flow rate for the outer middle

lane of phetburi Road is lowered to the 1700 pcu/hour green/lane level, lower than the

average of l8l7 pcry'hour green/lane. In Metro Manila" this lowering effect was also

obseried in the Ayala Avenui approach lanes. The factor being pointed out here is that if
buses go out oftheir designated bus lanes and mix with the smaller vehicle traffic in the inner

lanes iherein the lanes aie smaller in widttu there would be increased side friction because

lateral allowance is smaller in these inner lanes.
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4.4.4 Problcm of llnc discipline in Metro Mrnile

Lane discipline is a major diffculty in Metro Manila which is mainly due to driver behavior

and the absence of lane markings on the intersection approaches. In the major arterials of
EDSA and Aurora Avenue, the lane markings were already worn off at the time of the

survey therefore vehicles lining up in queue overutilize the approach by making a 4Jane

approach become a S-lane approach due to the absence of lane markings. Therefore, when

discharge starts, lateral allowances are very small lowering the vehicular speeds and

consequently the saturatiori flow rates. In Ayala Avenue and Forbes Avenue intersection

approaches, lane markings are present but the main problem observed here is the behavior of
drivers not keeping their proper lanes especially during the discharge.

5. CONCLUSION

Table 12 below shows the srmmary of the international comparison of some sigDalized

intersection trafrc flow characteristics including saturation flow rate, starting lost timg pass€nger

car unit (pcu) values and headways between cars and other types ofvehicles.

1015

Table 12. of somc traffic flow mcasurcd from the four cities

Pick-uP: 1.36

hrk-tuk: 1.66

pick-up = 2.23

tuk-tuk =2.26
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The extensive anat)4is ofvehicle followings u intersection traffic in the 4 cities produced set/€ral
important resrls discuss€d in the following. The average headway between passenger cars is
signifcantly larger in Manila urd Bangkolq compared to Tokyo and Seoul. There is no
significant difference between Manila and Bangkok. The main roason is the difference in
general operating capability due to the difference in economic level. Howwer, the
passonger car headway of Seoul is sigrrificantly smaller than the headway in Tokyo due to:
(a) wider lane widths and approaches in Seoul; (b) diference in the aggressiveness of the
driver population; (c) significant percentage of medium trucks of varying size in the traffc
stream in Tokyo. The average headway maintained by large trucks when following
passenger cars in Manila is significantly larger than in Tokyo and Seoul due to the low
operating capability of tnrcks due to relatively older fleet age and poorer maintenance level.
The mean headway of passenger cars following medium-sized trucks is significantly greater
for Manila, followed by Tokyo with the lowest value for Seoul due to the low operating
capability and low level of maintenance in Manila. Tokyo's larger headway could be due to
the large variation in size of medium commercials in Tokyo as compared to the more or less

similar size of the medium trucks in Seoul. The average headway of medium-sized trucks
following cars in Manila is significantly larger due to the relatively poor operating capability
Seoul has a significantly smaller headway compared to Tokyo which could be explained by
the wide variability in the size of medium commercial vehicle category. The mean headway
of passenger cars following buses is signfficantly larger in Bangkok due to the behavior of
buses in Bangkok which often cross the bus lanes making passenger car drivers keep a
longer distance from them. There is no sigrrificant difference in the average headways of
buses among the cities. The average headway of buses following passenger cars is
significantly higher in Manila and Tokyo due to the problem of lane widths with small lateral
allowance between vehicles in these cities and the lower value for Seoul is due to the noted
aggressiveness of bus drivers in Seoul. The average headway maintained by passenger cars
following jeepneys in Metro Manila is significantly larger compared to passenger cars
following pick-ups and buses in Bangkok and cars following trucks and buses in Seoul and
Tokyo mainly due to the noted behavior ofjeepneys which change lanes frequently. The
average headway ofjeepneys following passenger cars in Metro Manila is larger compared
to the pick-ups following cars in Bangkok and medium-sized trucks following cars in Seoul
and Tokyo indicating the poor operating capability ofjeepneys.

The pcu values of trucks in general in Manila are higher in Manila compared to Seoul and
Tokyo due to lower operating capability and poor maintenance. The pcu of motorcycle in
Bangkok is slightly larger than that of Tokyo which reflects frequent weaving and lane-
changing behavior of motorcycles. The pcu value for bus is highest in Bangkok followed
by that of Manila and then by the common pcu value for Seoul and Tokyo due to the poor
behavior of buses in Bangkok. The pcu value of the jeepney is in Manila is greater than the
pcu values of the pick-up trucks and tuk-tuks in Bangkok, and the medium commercial
vehicles in Seoul and Tokyo due to the poor trafrc behavior ofjeepney drivers and the low
operating capability ofjeepneys compared to medium-sized trucks in other cities and almost
comparable to the operating capability of medium-sized trucks in Manila.

In this study, the mean saturation flow rates are derived from values obtained from various
intersections in each city. The effect of neighboring lanes, lane width" the effect of 3 or
more vehicles other than cars running through the traffic are not considered fully although it
was computed by the statistical test that the effect of 3 or more vehicles of another type
runnfurg is sarne as considering 2 vehicles which is the assumption used in the computation of
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pcu. There are limitations and difficulties in getting a large number of intersections since
this is an international study although best efforts were done to find samples of
intersections with almost similar characteristics for purposes of the study. In establishing
the highway capacity manual for each country the government must undertake a large-scale
survey of more intersections to obtain the accurate values of traffic flow characteristics such
as saturation flow rate. There is almost no significant difference in the mean saturation
flow rates of Bangkok and Manila at95Yo confidence level. At the same confidence level,
the saturation flow rates ofSeoul and Tokyo are significantly largerthan those ofSeoul and
Tokyo. The difference in the saturation flow rates of developed cities of Seoul and Tokyo
compared with the developing cities of Manila and Bangkok is attributed to the following
characteristics: (l) difference in mean headway between p:rssenger cars; (2) the observed
characteristics of lane-changing behavior are different in Bangkok and Manila compared to
Seoul and Tokyo, and (3) differences in the effect ofbuses.

The mean headway between passenger cars in a traffic stream is affected by the differences
in: (a) relative operating capabilities ofpassenger cars, (b) aggressiveness ofdriver behavior,
(c) trafrc composition; The difference in saturation flow rate between the developed cities
of Seoul and Tokyo, and the dbveloping cities of Manila and Bangkok could be explained by
the difference in operating capabilities of cars as affected by the economic level. The
resulting higher saturation flow rate for Seoul than Tokyo could be explained. by the
ai;gressiveness of driver behavior in Seoul and the sigrrificant traffic of medium-sized trucks
in Tokyo. The lower value in Manila is attributed to the high perc6ntage ofjeepney traffic.
With regards to lane-changing, the manner by which lane-changing was observed to be
generally gradual in Seoul and Tokyo compared to the abrupt manner in Manila and
Bangkok. Lower frequency oflane-changing was observed in Tokyo. The general effects
of buses on the traffic flow are reflected by observed problems such as:

(a) lane widths are not enough for predominantly bus-flow lanes especially in Manila and
Tokyo;

(b) buses going out ofthe designated bus flow lanes especially evident in Bangkok;
(c) lane discipline especially in some arterial roads in Metro Manila.

The difference in the mean starting lost times of developed cities of Seoul and Tokyo
compared with the developing cities of Manila and Bangkok is attributed basically to the
relative vehicle operating capability which is generally lower for developing cities.
Additional special factors which increase the starting lost time include: (a) pedestrian
interference in Manila, and (b) presence of interfering vehicles in the crossing street in
Bangkok.

The significant differences in traffic flow parameters between developed cities like Seoul and
Tokyo, and developing cities like Manila and Bangkok, reflected in terms of saturation flow
rates, starting lost times, passenger car unit values and headways, indicate that the economic
growth clearly influences road capacity. Economic growth and development bring in the
increase the relative operating capability of vehicles in general, increase the level of
transportation infrastructure especially for roads, better traffic control and management
system and improvement of driver, passenger and pedestrian behavior in terms of strict
enforcement of policy and traffic education.

After a detailed comparison analysis and recogrition of the differences in basic trafEc flow
pararneters with the corresponding reasons, the following policies af,e recommended to be
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implemented for the improvement of traffic flow especially through signalized junctions in

developing cities such as Metro Manila and Bangkok:
(l) the need to have a road infrastructure with clear hierarchy in these metropolises such as

the expansion of the urban expressway netv/ork similar to Japan in order to
distribute traffic flow which currently is concentrated on the arterial roads,

(2) the need for traffic education of drivers and pedestrians alike to improve behavior,

(3) the need for appropriate sigral management in order to ma;<imize the capacity of flow
at sigrralized intersections, and

(4) the necessity of implementing a stricter vehicle inspection system to minimize lost time

at intersections and reduction in capacity due to breakdowns at main arterials.
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